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Abstract

We propose a new arrangement of super mirror polarisers to polarise a white cold or thermal neutron beam. With

this method, the dependence of the neutron polarisation on angle and wavelength is suppressed efficiently. For such a

neutron beam, the average polarisation can be measured with a precision of better than 10�3 using opaque spin filters.

Average polarisation values of 0.997 for a cold neutron beam can be obtained. Furthermore, the method can be used

for efficient polarisation analysis. Here, however, the precision is limited to a few times 10�3 by depolarisation effects.

We present the method and results of experimental tests.

r 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Motivation

Particle physics experiments with cold polarised
neutrons determine parameters of the Standard
Model of particle physics (e.g. the quark mixing
matrix element Vud [1]) or search for physics
beyond the Standard Model (e.g. right handed
contribution to weak interaction [2,3], time re-
versal violation beyond the Standard Model in the
e front matter r 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserve
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transmission of neutrons through matter [4]).
Decay experiments with polarised neutrons mea-
sure correlations of the type dW / ð1þ xPpÞ
between the neutron polarisation P and the
momentum p of a decay particle [5]. The error of
the polarisation measurement enters directly into
the systematic error of the correlation coefficient x.
Present projects for absolute measurements aim
for a relative precision of 10�3 and require an
adequate precision in the knowledge of polarisa-
tion. Previous experiments were often limited by
the precision of the polarisation measurement
d.
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[1,3]. Another type of experiments aims to discover
small asymmetries in neutron decay or neutron
capture reactions. These experiments are not
limited by the polarisation value but require the
highest possible neutron flux. Finally, in spin
rotation experiments, the transmitted polarisation
is compared for two different targets or target
positions. These experiments require a very homo-
geneous initial polarisation, whereas the absolute
value is less important (see [6] for a discussion of
systematic errors).

To summarise, one can distinguish three types
of experiments with respect to their requirements
for polarisation: (i) experiments requiring the
highest polarisation and their knowledge with
10�3 precision, (ii) experiments requiring the
highest possible neutron flux but a moderate
polarisation, and (iii) experiments requiring a very
small angular and wavelength dependence of the
polarisation. The experiments (i) and (iii) require a
high intensity, but it is justified to sacrifice some
statistics in order to reduce systematic effects
related to polarisation.

For polarising a broad non-monochromatic
cold or thermal neutron beam, two techniques
are presently available: polarised 3He with its
strong spin dependence of the absorption cross-
section for neutrons, used as spin filter [7], and
super mirror (SM) benders [8] (see Fig. 1(a)). With
a polarised 3He spin filter, a spatially homoge-
neous polarisation can be obtained, but high
absolute values are very expensive in terms of
(a)

(b)
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Fig. 1. (a) SM bender (schematic), (b) Sample neutron

trajectories in a bender channel.
neutron intensity. Moreover, the polarisation is
strongly wavelength dependent and changes in
time because of the relaxation of the 3He
polarisation. SM benders are stable in time and
show a high transmission and an average polarisa-
tion of about 0.98, but with a variation of �10�2

in space and of �10�1 in wavelength (see Fig. 7).
Although, with opaque 3He spin filters [9,10], the
polarisation Pðl;xÞ at a given wavelength and
position can be measured with high precision, the
precision of the average beam polarisation is
limited by the strong dependences P ¼ Pðl; xÞ for
both, SM benders and 3He spin filters. The
requirements of experiments (i) and (iii) cannot
be fulfilled with either of these techniques.
We propose a new method using two SM

polarisers in crossed geometry that efficiently
suppresses wavelength and angular dependence
of the beam polarisation and allows for an average
beam polarisation of about 0.997, with only
moderate losses in intensity (a factor of 2
compared to the intensity behind a single SM
polariser). The average polarisation of such a
neutron beam can be measured with a precision of
better than 10�3.
2. SMs in parallel geometry

In the following, we shortly introduce polarising
SM devices. A detailed description of polarising
mirrors and SMs can be found in [11].
Neutron polarisation on SMs bases on different

reflectivities R�ðq0Þ for the neutrons with spin
parallel (þ) and antiparallel (�) to the magnetisa-
tion vector of a magnetised SM. These reflectivities
depend only on the normal component q0 of the
neutron momentum, which is proportional to
the ratio j=l of the grazing angle j51 and the
neutron wavelength l. The schematic behaviour
of R�ðj=lÞ is shown in Fig. 2 (see [12,8]
for measured examples). The reflectivity is high
(1 in case of bulk material where total reflection
occurs) for ðj=lÞoðj=lÞ�crit and almost 0 for
ðj=lÞ4ðj=lÞ�crit. Using SM coatings instead of
bulk matter aims to increase ðj=lÞþcrit. Nowadays,
SMs with m 	 ðj=lÞþcrit;SM=ðj=lÞcrit;Ni 
 3 (relative
to unmagnetised natural Ni with ðj=lÞcrit;Ni ¼
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Fig. 2. Reflectivity curves of polarising SMs (schematic).
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Fig. 3. Reflection of a neutron on two subsequent SM plates:

(a) parallel geometry, (b) crossed geometry (projections in

y- and x-direction).
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1:7� 10�3 rad= (A) are routinely available at the
Institut Laue Langevin (ILL).

For a single collision of an unpolarised beam
(incoming intensity distribution I ¼ Iðljx;jÞ) on a
SM the intensity of reflected neutrons is propor-
tional to the transmission T� for the respective
spin component:

T�ðlÞ ¼ hR�ðj=lÞiIðljx;jÞ. (1)

(Here and in the following, we average only
over position and angle but not over the wave-
length. This corresponds to the usually performed
wavelength-resolved measurement.) The resulting
polarisation P and transmission T are:

PðlÞ ¼
TþðlÞ � T�ðlÞ
TþðlÞ þ T�ðlÞ

, (2)

TðlÞ ¼ TþðlÞ þ T�ðlÞ 
 TþðlÞ. (3)

It follows that the properties of a SM polariser
depend on the incident beam distribution in
wavelength, position, and direction. In particular,
the polarisation is limited by R�ðj=lÞ ! 1 for
ðj=lÞ ! 0.

For two subsequent reflections on two SMs with
an angle a between them (parallel geometry,
Fig. 3(a)), the second collision occurs under the
angle a� j. The total transmission for the
respective spin direction is now

T�
12ðlÞ ¼ hR�ðj=lÞR�ðða� jÞ=lÞiIðljx;jÞ

ahR�ðj=lÞiIðljx;jÞhR
�ðða� jÞ=lÞiIðljx;jÞ.

ð4Þ
Even for this simple geometry, the average
transmissions cannot be calculated from the
averages for the two SMs. This is also true if
the angle does not change between the reflections,
i.e. for parallel plates (a ¼ 0) and for subse-
quent reflections on a circularly curved plate
(a ¼ 2j).
The limitation of the parallel geometry is that

two (and more) subsequent devices are always
correlated since the neutron trajectory is defined
by one and only one independent parameter j.
Beam averaging can therefore not be carried out
for the individual devices but only for the full
assembly. Consequently, the properties of an
assembly of subsequent SM polarisers in parallel
geometry (polarising power, transmission) are not
intrinsic properties of the polarisers itself but of
the assembly at a given incoming (and outgoing)
beam. This limits methods of polarisation analysis
that assign polarising powers to individual devices
and derive the beam polarisation by permuting
them or by separating correlated devices (e.g.
[13,14]).
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Fig. 4. Set-up of the crossed geometry: two SM polarisers are

aligned perpendicular to each other. The neutron spin is

transported adiabatically between them.
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3. The crossed geometry

To reduce these limitations of standard geome-
tries of SMs we propose to use two SM devices in
crossed geometry (X-SM polarisers, see Fig. 3(b)).
This geometry uses an additional degree of free-
dom in order to polarise the beam, namely the off-
plane angle of the parallel geometry Fig. 3(a) (jy

in Fig. 3(b), see also Fig. 5). Thus, a change of the
beam caused by device 1 in its analysed plane does
not affect the incident beam with respect to the
analysed plane of device 2. The angle averages can
be separated now:

T�
12ðlÞ ¼ hR�ðjx=lÞR

�ðjy=lÞiIðljx;jx;y;jyÞ

¼ T�
1;xðlÞT

�
2;yðlÞ. ð5Þ

The polarisation after the combined device can be
calculated from the properties of device 1 (with
respect to the beam distribution in x-direction)
and device 2 (beam distribution in y-direction)

P12ðlÞ ¼
P1;xðlÞ þ P2;yðlÞ
1þ P1;xðlÞP2;yðlÞ

ð6Þ


 1�
ð1� P1;xÞð1� P2;yÞ

P1;x þ P2;y


 1�
1

2
ð1� P1;xÞð1� P2;yÞ for P1;2 
 1.

ð7Þ

Eq. (6) is derived in Appendix A. The approxima-
tion Eq. (7) shows that an imperfection of the
polarising power, ð1� PÞ, is suppressed quadrati-
cally in the crossed geometry. Therefore, wave-
length and angular dependence of the polarisation
should be strongly suppressed. Due to the
independence of the devices, a small misalignment
of any of the SM plates should change the beam
properties negligibly, in contrast to the parallel
geometry.

It should be noted that the neutron spin has
to be turned adiabatically by p=2 between the
two devices, which can be done by an additional
magnetic field (Fig. 4). With the crossed geometry
of two SM devices, all degrees of freedom
are exploited. For any set-up with more
devices, correlations between some of them are
unavoidable.
4. Comparison for SM benders

SM benders which are widely used to polarise a
white neutron beam consist of many channels of
two curved parallel SMs (see Fig. 1(a), [8]). The
channels are long enough to avoid direct view.
Sample trajectories are shown in Fig. 1(b). This
picture illustrates the significant change of the
beam distribution behind the bender with respect
to the initial one.
One can distinguish zigzag (reflections on

concave and convex side) and garland (reflections
only on concave side) trajectories. For a given
trajectory, all concave (convex, if there is any)
reflections occur at the same grazing angle jc (jv).
For zigzag reflections, since jc4jv and because of
the shape of the reflectivity curves Fig. 2, the
concave grazing angle jc is decisive for transmis-
sion and polarising power.
The transmission for the spin direction � is

proportional to ðR�ðjc=lÞÞ
n where n denotes the

number of concave collisions for a given trajec-
tory. Neutrons with jjc=ljoðj=lÞ�crit can be
transported for the respective spin direction. The
region jjc=ljoðj=lÞ�crit remains unpolarised. Since
the smallest angles appear for garland reflections,
these are the limiting trajectories with respect to
the polarising power.
In the limit of an idealised SM coating (i.e.

R� ¼ 1 for jjc=ljoðj=lÞ�crit and R� ¼ 0 for
jjc=lj4ðj=lÞ�crit) only the first collision is decisive
and the polarising power does not depend on the
number of collisions n. Therefore, a prolongation
of the channels beyond the length of direct view is
not useful. One can extend this argument and
conclude that even for realistic SM coatings
(Fig. 2) a second polariser in parallel geometry
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being adjusted to maximum transmission is much
less efficient than the first one since the same
region jjc=ljoðj=lÞ�crit remains unpolarised (see
Fig. 5(a)). For a fixed wavelength, the polarisation
can be increased by shifting the second polariser
from maximum transmission (angle a in Fig. 3(a)),
corresponding to a shift between the reflectivity
curves of SM 1 and SM 2 in Fig. 5(a). This is
not possible for all wavelengths simultaneously.
Furthermore, it reduces the angular acceptance
of the arrangement and the transmitted inten-
sity. The resulting polarisation depends on the
orientation of the two polarisers (angle a) and the
neutron wavelength. It cannot be expressed in
terms of averaged properties of the individual
devices.

For benders in crossed geometry, both devices
work with independent angles which increases the
polarisation efficiency for all angles including
maximum transmission (Fig. 5(b)). Transmission
and polarisation efficiency can be calculated from
the averaged properties of the first bender with
respect to the intensity distribution in x-direction
and the second bender with respect to the intensity
distribution in y-direction using Eqs. (5) and (6).
With typical polarisation values for single SM
benders (Fig. 7) a strong suppression of the
angular and wavelength dependence and a gain
in polarisation is expected for the crossed geome-
(a)

SM 1

SM 2

ϕy

ϕx
0

Fig. 5. Comparison of the principles of two parallel (a) and crossed

(dashed) and R� (dotted) are indicated for a fixed wavelength l. Both
the inequivalence of concave (j40) and convex side (jo0) is neglec

resulting in a reduced polarisation efficiency of the second channel. (

devices enter with their full polarising power.
try: the polarisation should be higher than 0.999
up to l ¼ 6 (A. These properties and the expected
moderate loss in intensity make the crossed
geometry attractive for beam polarisation and
polarisation analysis.
5. Experimental tests and results

The crossed geometry was investigated experi-
mentally at the cold neutron beam facility PF1b
[15] of the ILL. The used set-up is shown in Fig. 6.
The neutron beam was polarised by two Schärpf
SM benders in crossed geometry. It then traversed
a resonance flipper, a current sheet flipper, a
chopper, and a detector. The neutron spin was
guided adiabatically along the flight path. Neutron
background was suppressed carefully.
The polarisation was measured by one of the

following elements, installed between the chopper
and the detector: (a) single SM analyser, (b) X-SM
analysers, and (c) polarised 3He spin filters. Cells
with different 3He pressures were used in order to
cover the full wavelength range. As proposed in
Ref. [10], the chosen direction of the 3He
polarisation provided low transmission for un-
flipped neutrons (i.e. polariser and analyser are
opposite). This reduces the sensitivity to the flipper
inefficiencies. Two flippers were necessary to
(b)

SM 1

ϕy

ϕxSM
 2

0

(b) successive SM bender channels. The reflectivity curves Rþ

devices are adjusted to maximum transmission. For simplicity,

ted (compare text). (a) The two channels use correlated angles

b) The angles used by the two channels are independent. Both
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Measured polarisation products for single SM and X-

SM analysers: (a) wavelength dependence, (b) angular depen-

dence (angle 0 mrad corresponds to maximum transmission).

3 5 6 741 2

AnalyserPolariser

Fig. 6. Set-up for the test measurements: 1–2—X-SM polari-

sers; 3; 4—spin flippers; 5—chopper; 6—different analysers

(single SM bender, X-SM analysers, polarised 3He spin filter);

7—detector.
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measure the flipping efficiencies for the experi-
ments with SM analysers. The procedures for
polarisation analysis with 3He and with two
flippers are described in Refs. [10] and [16],
respectively.

For the SM analysers, a Schärpf SM polariser
(m ¼ 1:7) and a modern ILL SM polariser
(m ¼ 2:8) were used. All SM polarisers and
analysers were adjusted to maximum transmission.

Fig. 7(a) compares the wavelength dependences
for the measured polarisation products AP (pro-
duct of beam polarisation and analysing power)
for a single SM analyser and for the X-SM
analysers.1 Fig. 7(b) compares the angular depen-
dence of the analysing power for single SM and X-
SM analysers. For Fig. 7(b), the analyser (or the
assembly of the X-SM analysers) was deflected
from maximum transmission.

The absolute value of the polarisation product
in the wavelength range between 2 and 6 (A
amounted to AP ¼ 0:992. Assuming A ¼ P, this
corresponds to A ¼ 0:996 and is below the
expected value A40:999. In order to check for a
possible neutron depolarisation in the SM benders,
we reduced the magnetic field of the polariser
housings serving to magnetise the polarising SM
layers. This reduced the polarisation product
further. The resulting wavelength dependences
are shown in Fig. 8 and compared with the
measurement with opaque 3He cells.

The transmission was measured by gold foil
activation analysis. The transmission of the used
1Note that polarisation and analysing power cannot be

separated. For the case of X-SM analysers,
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

AP
p

can be used to

get a rough estimate of the polarisation neglecting correlations

and assuming A 
 P. A lower limit for P can be fixed assuming

A ¼ 1.
single SM polarisers for the ‘‘good’’ spin compo-
nent amounts to about 0.5, caused by losses in the
support material for the SMs (0.3mm glass plates,
channel width 0.7mm) and by incomplete trans-
mission inside the channels. With respect to a
single SM polariser, the intensity after X-SM
polarisers dropped by a factor of 2.
6. Discussion

The expectations for the suppression of wave-
length and angular dependence of the polarisation
and for the transmission of X-SM polarisers were
confirmed experimentally.
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Fig. 8. Polarisation products for different magnetic fields in the

polariser housings (X-SM polarisers and analysers) and for

opaque polarised 3He as analyser (cells with different 3He

pressures were used to cover the presented wavelength range).
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On the other hand, the absolute polarisation
produced by X-SM polarisers is below the
expectation. Since it depends on the magnetic field
magnetising the SM and shows no significant
dependence on the neutron wavelength, we attri-
bute this to a neutron depolarisation in the
reflection on the SM itself. We estimate the
depolarisation probability to 0.004 per reflection
(only the last reflection is important) for the used
Schärpf SM benders with 0.35 kG magnetising
field. In general, this value should depend on the
specific SM coating but also on the magnetic
history of the device (e.g. hysteresis effects).

Zimmer et al. [17] compared spin filters and SM
benders for polarisation analysis and found a
deviation of 0.001–0.002, which was wavelength
independent. The authors give depolarisation in
the SM reflection as a possible explanation. In this
experiment, other SM analysers with lower critical
angle and therefore thicker magnetic layers were
used. This could explain the smaller depolarisation
probability.

The depolarisation can be reduced by applying a
higher magnetic field for the SM magnetisation.
The subsequently built PF1b SM polarisers
(m ¼ 2:8) were equipped with a magnetic field of
1 kG and measurements indicate a depolarisation
probability of less than 0.002.
This depolarisation does not limit the applica-
tion of the method for beam polarisation since the
polarisation can be measured precisely using
opaque 3He spin filters [9,10]. However, it limits
the application for polarisation analysis. In
principle, the depolarisation in the analyser can
be measured independently and corrected for, but
realistic error estimation will imply minimum
uncertainties of the order of a few times 10�3. If
this precision is sufficient, X-SM analysers are
more effective and easier to handle than polarised
3He since they can cover the full wavelength range
in one shot. Due to the suppressed angular and
wavelength dependence, X-SM analysers are more
reliable than SM analysers in other geometries.
However, any polarisation analysis with SM
analysers is limited by the restricted angular
acceptance and by possible correlations between
more than two SM devices.
7. Conclusions

For state-of-the-art precision measurements of
absolute values of a correlation coefficient between
neutron spin and decay particles, X-SM polarisers
provide the best means to polarise the neutron
beam. The reduction of systematic uncertainties
justifies the sacrifice in intensity (0.5 of the
intensity after a single bender). High precision
polarisation analysis should be performed using
opaque spin filters, e.g. polarised 3He, to avoid
correlations between different SM devices and
uncertainties due to neutron depolarisation. With
the new technique, an average polarisation as high
as 0.997 can be obtained and measured to a
precision of better than 10�3.
For spin rotation experiments, two X-SM

polarisers provide a beam of highly polarised
neutrons with very high spatial and angular
homogeneity (of the order of 10�3). This homo-
geneity is comparable to what can be achieved
with polarised 3He spin filters. Additionally, the
beam properties after X-SM polarisers are time
and wavelength independent, which is often very
important.
X-SM analysers can be used for efficient

polarisation analysis, but device-specific depolar-
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isation corrections of the order of a few times 10�3

and additional uncertainties due to correlations
between more than two SM devices and the
limited angular acceptance have to be taken into
account.
P12 ¼
ð1þ P1ÞðT1=2Þð1þ P2ÞðT2=2Þ � ð1� P1ÞðT1=2Þð1� P2ÞðT2=2Þ

ð1þ P1ÞðT1=2Þð1þ P2ÞðT2=2Þ þ ð1� P1ÞðT1=2Þð1� P2ÞðT2=2Þ

¼
P1 þ P2

1þ P1P2
. ðA:4Þ
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Appendix A

A.1. Derivation of Eq. (6)

Applying the transmission for the crossed
geometry Eq. (5) to the definition of the polarisa-
tion Eq. (2) leads to (the variable l and the indices
x and y are omitted here for simplicity)

P12 ¼
Tþ

12 � T�
12

Tþ
12 þ T�

12

ðA:1Þ

¼
Tþ

1 Tþ
2 � T�

1 T�
2

Tþ
1 Tþ

2 þ T�
1 T�

2

. ðA:2Þ

Note that this holds only for independent
devices.
Eq. (2) and (3) can be rewritten as

T� ¼
T

2
ð1� PÞ ðT ¼ Tþ þ T�Þ. (A.3)

Applying this for T�
1 and T�

2 in Eq. (A.2) results in
Depolarisation is neglected above but could be
introduced straightforwardly.
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